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Abstract 

 This research investigates the gap that exists between students’ skills with mathematical 

estimation and calculations in real-world applications, such as construction, carpentry, and 

masonry.  The participants were asked to apply learned methods for solving area and volume 

problems, while expected to perform unit conversions.  It was hypothesized that students with 

engineering backgrounds would perform better than all other college students, including 

mathematics and education majors. Furthermore, it was hypothesized that students would neglect 

to round up to estimate the amount of materials needed to complete a given project.  The 

assessment problems were then graded on a scale from zero to five points each in order to 

classify the response of each student.  The data generated had shown a range of eighteen points 

between the best and worst scores.  These scores were used to evaluate students by major, age, 

gender, and their mathematics grades.  These categories were used to predict and compute the 

scores which were obtained by different sub-groups of students.  The study concluded that 

Physics/Engineering students obtained the best scores.  It was also noted that many participants 

lacked the basic mathematics skills needed to successfully compute the problems in the 

assessment.   
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Introduction 

 This research investigates the gap that exists with regards to students’ understanding of 

mathematics estimation and calculation in real-world applications, such as construction, 

carpentry, and masonry. Students complicated the problems and failed to see many of the simple 

calculations that were needed to complete the problems. Another difficulty that students faced 

was the assessment, and the lack of understanding, vocabulary, and terminology associated with 

the trades. The expected results will show that the students had trouble in converting area into 

volume using conversions from feet to yards, and inches to feet. 

 Having personal experience in the construction field, I often see simple mistakes made 

when using mathematical skills, determining why these mistakes are made when they are applied 

to a variety of different fields. I want to determine and understand where these gaps occur and 

how we can better reduce these gaps between learning and real-world applications. While 

attending high school, my favorite part of mathematics classes was computing and solving real-

world challenge problems. Many of my peers were unable to solve these problems due to their 

high level of complexity. As a teacher, I have noticed that students today struggle with the same 

higher level of cognitive thinking, as did past students.  

 Students tend to overlook the connection between the mathematics that is used and 

learned in the classroom and how it is used in real-life applications. Without understanding the 

context of the problem, students are unlikely to answer the question correctly. Traditional 

mathematics is taught by giving formulas and procedures which students will learn to master in a 

classroom setting.  However, when these same practices are applied outside of the classroom in a 

real-world situation, many students struggle with operations as simple as the number of cubic 

feet that are in a cubic yard. Although simple, many students make mistakes calculating the 

number of cubic feet in a cubic yard, which resulted in compounded mistakes in many of the 
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calculations, such as determining the volume of concrete needed for a project. If the students are 

incapable in applying and using what they learned in the classroom, then we have shown the gap 

that exists between theory and practice. This is the underlying problem that defines the 

hypothesis statement for this research.  

 It is hypothesized that students with engineering backgrounds will perform better than 

 all other college students, including mathematics and education majors. Furthermore, 

 it is hypothesized that students will neglect to round up to estimate the amount of 

 materials needed to complete a given project. 

 This hypothesis was tested through a formal evaluation and a survey. Initially this 

assessment was piloted to a test group to assess validity. Slight modifications were then made to 

alter and correct any issues that arose during preliminary testing. The formal assessment was 

then given to selected groups of students. Upon completion, they were asked to complete a 

survey to evaluate their knowledge of the material and their estimation skills when applied to 

construction-based mathematics problems. In the closing survey students were asked to respond 

to specific questions that were based on common mistakes that were expected to be made in an 

attempt to understand where students were going wrong.  In this paper we will use construction 

based mathematics books in an attempt to understand why many of these mistakes occur.  This 

will be done using a literature review that examines the gap that exists between traditional 

education and alternative education, while also examining the procedures used in alternative 

education to teach algebra, trigonometry, and geometry. 

Literature Review 

  This literature review examined students’ skills to apply construction estimation concepts 

in real-world applications. The focus was placed on the students’ ability to estimate the area, 
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perimeter, and the volume of a given shape, while also focusing on the methods they use to 

arrive at their results. There have been numerous studies that focus on measurement and or 

computational estimation. The literature review began by looking into the standards of 

estimation, this structured the mandated learning requirements and the gaps that they may have. 

Next, there was a discussion on how estimation is taught, applied, and related to mathematics 

within the curriculum. Textbooks were also discussed and reviewed to evaluate how they apply 

to construction estimation in the real-world. Finally, defining estimation and making connections 

to previous studies and textbooks that are related to real-world application of construction 

estimation were also used in this study.  We begin by looking into the standards so that it can be 

seen what is to be required of students currently in education.  

 New York State Standards  

 Currently, New York State schools are under the Common Core curriculum. In the 

beginning of Fall 2013, the Common Core curriculum was implemented in Integrated Algebra 

and Geometry.  Presently, the curriculum has been implemented in grades K-8 and currently in 

Integrated Algebra and Geometry. Currently, there are only 4 states that are not complying with 

the new curriculum and have decided to opt out of the new curriculum; these states are Texas, 

Virginia, Nebraska, and Alaska.  While all but four states initially adopted this new curriculum 

many have decided to drop out or pull away from the new Common Core Standards.  As this 

paper is being written there are some eight additional states that have already or are in the 

process of “dumping” the new standards.  The following states are opting out of this new 

program: South Carolina, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Indiana, Alabama, Utah, Arizona, Florida and 

Missouri (Hart, 2014). This curriculum was developed so all American students are on the same 

educational level. The major changes from past curricula are in both the Mathematics and the 
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Figure 1. Grade 3 (Council of Chief State School Officers 2010). 

English standards. This literature review focuses on where estimation can be found with regards 

to the current standards. 

 In this new curriculum, students will begin to learn how to estimate as early as second 

grade (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). Students begin by first learning 

measurement estimation, they then learn how to measure objects, and this is followed up by 

having students estimate lengths.  Students are then introduced to measurement increments that 

allow them to start learning how to estimate in feet, inches, meters, and centimeters. When 

students enter third grade, they apply their skills to estimate volume, mass and time intervals 

(standards given in Figure 1). With this, they also learn to estimate using both the customary and 

the metric system.  

   

  Starting in fourth grade, students begin computational estimation by adding, subtracting, 

multiplying, and dividing (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). This computational 

estimation leads them into fifth grade where students learn to estimate fractions and decimals. In 

fifth grade, students start to apply estimation into real-life scenarios and then relate their 
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estimation to their calculations. In seventh grade, students apply their estimations in statistics 

where they make predictions about certain scenarios.  

In eighth grade, students estimate the values of different symbols, such as  , into decimal 

or fraction form (Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). This leads them to learn to 

estimate in scientific notation for large quantities.  As they continue through eighth grade, 

students estimate solutions to linear equations by using graphs and equations. In 

Algebra/Function, students learn to estimate rate of change using graphs and tables. Later on in 

statistics, students estimate with normal distribution curves, area under the normal curves, 

population percentages, population mean, proportions and margin of error. As we can see, 

estimation does play a role in our standards which lead to how and when teachers have to teach 

the material.  

Historical and Educational Textbooks 

 The topics of estimation and unit conversions can be seen throughout the curriculum.  

However, applying estimation to construction is not commonly taught or even applied in public 

schools or even mathematics textbooks. Some textbooks may make a reference to certain 

applications, but their prime focus is to encourage students to estimate but not necessarily see 

how it is related to everyday careers, like construction. Those students who do decide to attend 

vocational schools and are in the construction program may use some of these popular textbooks 

(Forde, 2007; Griffith, 1917; Koel, 2009; Kreh, 2008).   

 For students who have not taken mathematics or do poorly in mathematics, teachers use 

the Basic Construction Math Review by Scott Forde. This textbook covers all the mathematical 

concepts that students need to know out in the construction site. Students start by learning 

fractions, equivalent fractions, converting from improper to proper, and basic arithmetic using 
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Figure 2. Quick Reference Conversion Table for 

Decimals and Fractions (Griffith, 1917). 

 

fractions. It can be seen in Figure 2 that this conversion chart is often carried by construction 

workers and is utilized as a quick reference guide (Griffith, 1917).  Next, the textbook goes into 

decimals, how to convert decimals to fractions and back, rounding decimals and then performing 

basic algebra or arithmetic. After that, students learn how to convert inches to feet and vice versa 

before they learn about percentages. In the percentages section, students learn how to change 

decimals and fractions into percents and also learn how to solve a variety of percent problems. 

Students learn about roof pitch in the ratio section, followed by proportions. Once the students 

understand these concepts, they start learning the fundamentals of algebra and apply what they 

learned in the previous chapters to the job site. Then the textbook leads into solving equations, 

using quantities, and transportation. Students then learn powers and roots which then leads them 

to learn about board feet. Next, area and volume is a major chapter where students learn to 

calculate the area and volume of different objects. Then the final chapter concludes using 

different tables that they may have to use as references throughout their career such as Lengths of 
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Common Rafters per 12 inches of Run. It can be seen that there are many topics that apply to the 

construction fields as some of the many were listed above.  The application of many of these 

topics will be job specific which will require that only some of them need to mastered and 

recalled within the duties of a specific vocation or trade. 

A popular textbook for carpentry that is used at many vocational schools is Carpentry 5
th

 

edition by Leonard Koel (2009). This textbook first starts with the basics, such as what exactly 

carpentry is and also how it is applied to different jobs and careers. Then it leads to the types of 

tools carpenters use and also the type of wood that is best to use for different projects. In chapter 

two, when students first learn about the types of wood, they also are introduced to the 

mathematics of carpentry. Students learn about sizes and dimensions of different types of lumber 

and also how to order the lumber. In this section, measurement of wood is explained, using 

inches and how to compute board feet by using an equation. The textbook introduces a metric 

and customary unit conversion for students to see and understand how the conversion works. In 

chapter three, they learn about hand-tools that they will use to measure, and these tools include 

but are not limited to tapes, rulers, and leveling tools. Starting in chapter six, students learn about 

building design and planning and how mathematics influences the plans for building. In the 

remaining chapters, students learn how to finish flooring, walls, interior hardware and much 

more. Section 10 explains roofing and mathematics is presented by using right triangle 

trigonometry and how to calculate slope (rise-over-run) and also how angles are related to 

roofing. All of these jobs have certain mathematical terms and calculations that are needed to 

contribute to a safe and sound construction. In Figure 3 on the next page, we are able to see the 

use of right triangles that would labeled in math as hypotenuse, leg, leg.  It can be seen that for 
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Figure 3. General Roof Structure and Terminology (Koel, 2009) 

 

construction purposes leg and leg are substituted with base and altitude in addition to span which 

covers both bases (Koel, 2009). 

 

Another textbook that is often seen in the vocational classroom is Masonry Skills 6
th

 

edition by Richard Kreh. Starting with the basics of what the job consists of and then to safety 

precautions while using tools, this book is a great resource for both teachers and students.  In 

section 2 of the textbook, students are able to see how to create and manufacture different types 

of clay, brick, and concrete. In unit 8 of this section, students start to apply mathematics by 

converting to the masonry units. In section 3, the mathematics continues with proportions when 

laying bricks, such as mixing mortar.  In section 6 is a section solely on estimating. Students see 

how to apply the rule of thumb of estimation in brick and concrete block masonry. Then they 

apply these skills building brick and concrete walls in the next section. Once they have applied 

these skills, they then learn how to read and understand construction drawings using scales and 

symbols. Students discuss and familiarize themselves with arches in unit 37, where they learn 
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basic terminology of circles in construction terms.  This textbook is great for any student who 

wishes to enter a career in construction.  Figure 4 illustrates the construction layout involved in 

constructing an arch.  Terminology in mathematics would be called a chord rather than a span 

(Kreh, 2008). 

 

 Textbooks on carpentry were published as early as 1917, some even earlier. Carpentry by 

Ira Samuel Griffith was published in 1917 and provides several basic carpentry concepts that 

may not be covered today. The textbook introduces students to building foundations of 

constructions, then how to create a mainframe, followed by the development of a roof frame for 

a squared building (Griffith, 1917). Once students learn how to do these basic concepts, students 

learn how to build roof frames for buildings of different polygonal bases. The textbook then 

Figure 4. Commonly Known as a Chord in Mathematics and 

Called a “Span” in Construction. 
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Figure 5. Building Terminology (Griffith, 1917). 

 

leads to a discussion on building the exterior and the finish of the building on the interior. Finally, 

the textbook covers estimation, students learn different methods of estimation, special reference 

tables are used to help them with their estimations when estimating for lumber, quantities, labor 

costs, and a variety of different skills that would be needed for owning a carpentry company. The 

appendix provides different natural trigonometric functions, formula deductions, decimal values 

for fractions, wood and machine screw sizes and much more. This textbook also provides a 

section on estimating excavations, masonry, plaster and other important tasks a carpenter must 

use on the job. It has been shown that terminology within the trades is essential to understanding 

what is being said.  As can be seen in Figure 5, the term span is used in conjunction with rise, 

run, and angle of inclination.  The image also shows a visual explanation of pitch which applies 

to both stairs and roof structures.  Pitch is a construction term that coincides with slope in 
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mathematics terms (Griffith, 1917).  Many terms that are used in construction can be found 

under different names within mathematics but connecting these terms can sometimes be difficult 

when a person is unfamiliar with both terms.  Often within the trades fields a person can use 

estimation when trying to determine rough measurements or material needs for roofing or stair 

building projects.   

Defining Estimation 

Estimation has been defined as the process by which an educated guess is given to the 

value, length, cost, or measurement of an object (Jones, et al., 2012). Muir (2012) reported that 

estimation is consistently used both inside and outside of the classroom. The relevance of 

estimation to the mastery of basic mathematics skills has been shown in multiple studies (e.g., 

Duffy, Huttenlocher, & Crawford, 2006; Jones, et al., 2012; Mellard, Woods, & Desa, 2012; 

Mohr, 2008; Muir, 2012). Participants in these studies included K-12 students, teachers, college 

students and construction workers. 

There are three main types of estimation observed in mathematics classrooms; 

numerosity, computational, and measurement.  Numerosity is a participant's ability to use 

estimation when evaluating the amount of people or items in a given space, without physically 

being able to count the items. Measurement estimation is where a person uses some or all of the 

following: length, height, volume, or weight, to estimate while using measurements as a guide. 

Measurement estimation is often found and used in mathematics and science classrooms. This 

kind of estimation is used to find the most “correct” or right solution. Computational estimation 

is approximating an expression and or evaluating the value of a formula, or a problem, without 

calculating the actual answer (Jones et al., 2012). For the purpose of this study, the focus will be 

on measurement estimation. 
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Ways to Estimate 

There are several proven strategies used when estimating: estimation categories, mental 

reference units, and number sense (Duffy, Huttenlocher, & Crawford, 2006; Jones, et al., 2012; 

Muir, 2012).  Number sense is one of the most difficult concepts for children to understand, this 

occurs because it is deemed to be cognitive development that has been often found to be 

challenging for young students.  Muir concluded that younger children and students often 

struggle to learn and apply number sense (Muir, 2012). To acquire number sense, students must 

be able to communicate, process, and interpret information using numbers and other methods. 

Number sense, historically, has been shown to be difficult for younger children since they have 

not developed enough to understand abstract thinking (Jones, et al., 2012). However, Jones states 

that once younger children develop this number sense, they can estimate logically using different 

methods to arrive at an answer (Jones, et al., 2012).  This idea of number sense is then applied 

actual problems that involve real-world situations.  

Muir’s had asked students in his study of 5th and 6th graders to apply their number sense 

and estimation abilities together to answer the following problem: “This is a freezer bag tie. 

Estimate how many ties you could make from 1 meter piece of wire?” (Muir, 2012, p. 25). 

Students using number sense were able to estimate the length of one tie, while also estimating 

how many ties would combine to make 1 meter. Students who struggled with number sense also 

had more difficulty with this problem and were unsure where to begin. Many of these difficulties 

are attributed to student’s inability to categorize what they know into what it is that they are 

trying to accomplish.  Younger students have a habit of using categories to perform estimations. 

The researchers also showed that students who were five years old used categories at a higher 

rate than that of students who were seven years old (Duffy, Huttenlocher, & Crawford, 2006). 
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They stated that due to the age of the participants, variability is attributed  to their cognitive 

abilities.  They also stated that five year-old students are more likely to change their estimation 

based on what was given to them, unlike the seven-year olds (Duffy, Huttenlocher, & Crawford, 

2006).  Students are able to apply estimation more effectively when they are able to mentally 

recall a visual representation of a familiar object to use as a guide. 

In measurement estimation, students tend to rely on mental reference units (Jones, et al., 

2012).  An example of a mental reference unit could be a student knowing that their thumb is an 

inch long (Jones, et al., 2012). This knowledge could be used to estimate the length of any 

object. In order to have a useful mental reference unit, students must have prior knowledge of 

what a mental reference unit is, prior knowledge in measuring, and a prior understanding of the 

properties of measurement. They stated that students need to understand how to break larger 

measurements with which they are unfamiliar; they may not understand what is being expected 

since they do not have a reference unit to help them understand a more complex process (Jones, 

et al., 2012).   This understanding of number sense is essential to the application and use of 

estimation in the real world.  Students can perform measurement estimation tasks inside the 

classroom; however, having the students apply this concept outside the classroom is the main 

goal for all teachers.  Estimation is a concept that goes beyond schooling, estimation can be 

found in many careers and professions. 

Estimation Application 

       Career and Technical Education (CTE), also known as alternative education, is an 

academic option for a middle and high school level students.  CTE is different from the 

traditional high school setting as it allows for a more hands on approach to learning. The 

alternative education system introduces students to different types of trades that students may 
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continue to develop and apply immediately in life and also after graduation. Examples of these 

types of schools are Boards of Cooperative Educational Services (BOCES), Job Corps, Pioneer 

Institute, and Philadelphia Youth Network (Mellard, Woods, & Md Desa, 2012; Mohr, 2008; 

Philadelphia Youth Network, 2009).  

At these locations, students are introduced to hands-on experience with real-world jobs 

such as carpentry, electrical, culinary, masonry, automotive, and other vocational trades. These 

school settings provide a rigorous curriculum that aligns with state standards while providing 

students and teachers with professional development. These settings create different career 

themed programs of study, while offering students career guidance and options for post-

secondary school or work (Philadelphia Youth Network, 2009). Many of these programs have 

partnerships with different companies to offer students real-life experience so they can intern to 

decide if a certain field is right for them. If a student feels that they have found their calling, then 

their counselors can set up post-secondary training to help them further their education in that 

field. 

A class that most students entering the construction field could take is an introductory 

level construction management course (Davis, 2011). In this course, students constantly apply 

mathematical skills up to and including, but not limited to the following: “adding and subtracting 

lengths, finding areas and volumes, and changing from one unit of measure to another (p. 1)”.  

Many of these skills were taught in elementary school, however, students enrolled in this course 

often struggle to recall and apply these previously taught skills (Davis, 2011). Davis stated in the 

study that “students have no confidence in their skills, so they avoid math, and their skills 

consequently do not improve, lower confidence even more (p. 6)”.  According to this study, 

students perform poorly on problems based on volume estimation, which is a seventh and eighth 
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grade learning skill.  The research concluded that students who are entering college or trade 

schools were in need of additional remedial coursework.  Davis also stated that most studies 

lacked in focusing on students that were in the construction fields or in construction related 

mathematics. 

Students who often attend CTE or alternative education are perceived to have lower 

comprehension skills in both literacy and numeracy.  In this study, students in Job Corps were 

found to have middle-school level skills in literacy and numeracy (Mellard, Woods, & Desa, 

2012). Although efforts have been made to help improve these skills, the goals that were set were 

unattainable and needed to be reevaluated to be more practical based on students’ needs (Davis, 

2011; Mellard, Woods, & Desa, 2012). They addressed that not only does this apply to Job 

Corps, but also to alternative education and other vocational schools as well (Mellard, Woods, & 

Desa, 2012). As students participate in a mathematics classroom, they are constantly asking 

themselves, “When will I ever use this in my life?” What most students do not realize is that 

estimation is a large part of everyday life. Estimation is used daily by construction workers as 

they estimate the materials needed to build houses, by chefs who estimate the amount of 

seasonings and spices, food, and drink to prepare for a group of people, and also park rangers as 

they constantly estimate the distances between landmarks (Jones, et al., 2012; Mohr, 2008).   

Students often times struggle with mathematics that they are unfamiliar with and often 

times this leads to difficulty later in life when they are asked to recall what they have learned in 

order to do a job.  Schools and teachers teach students about mathematics and what they can do 

with it but that doesn’t often enough contain examples and situations that involve many of the 

current day situations.  We expect students to go on to college and work in these fields while 

making these connections on their own.  In some cases students are able to make this transition, 
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but for the many others that lack the confidence and basic skills needed overcome these deficits 

they simply give up.  This study is aimed at exposing the gaps that exist between what students 

are taught and the application of what they have learned to real-world examples. 

Experimental Design 

 

 This experiment tested the multiple hypotheses that students would make mistakes when 

estimating area, volume, and slope.  During this study, students solved 5 different problems in 

which three of the five problems required more than a single calculation.  The three higher level 

problems required the students to apply and calculate multiple steps that were based on the 

required New York State Standards; these expectations were in both the old standards and the 

new Common Core State Standards.  The problems were developed in part during a presentation 

in the Fall of 2012 at the annual Association of Mathematics Teachers of New York State 

(AMTNYS) Conference held in Rye, New York.  In conjunction with my partner, Glenn 

Waterman, we developed construction based problems that were reviewed by Dr. Rogers of the 

Department of Mathematical Sciences at a comprehensive, selective, public, residential, liberal 

arts university in the Northeast.  Each of the problems was selected, designed, and developed 

with a specific purpose.  Each problem was used to evaluate and identify common areas in which 

common mathematical mistakes could and would be made. The responses to the problems were 

evaluated and compared to the responses given in the survey that asked participants to evaluate 

and explain their understanding of the assessment.    

Participants  

 This study was conducted at a comprehensive, selective, public, residential, liberal arts 

university located in the Northeast.  This university has approximately 5,400 students: 5100 

undergraduate students and 300 graduate students.  The majority of these students are residents  
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          Figure 6. College Student Demographics. 

Gender Total Number of 

Students 

Male 2354 

Female 3051 

Gender in Study Number of Students 

used in study 

Male  40 

Female 12 

College Class Attending Number of Students 

used in Study 

Mechanics of Solids 12 

Calculus II 27 

Math in Action 13 

Race of all college 

students at local college 

Percent of Students 

Caucasian 83.8% 

Unknown 4.5% 

Hispanic 4.3% 

African American 3.9% 

Multi Race 1.8% 

Asian 1.2% 

Indian 0.4% 

Hawaiian 0.1% 

 

of the surrounding area.  The remaining population comes from other areas of the state, foreign 

countries and the United States.  The local college had an estimated enrollment of 5,405 students 

consisting of 5,103 undergraduates, 302 graduate students.  The composition of the student body 

is female: 55.2% undergraduate; 77.5% graduate, and Male: 44.8% undergraduate; 22.5% 

graduate, with an average age of 23.  The demographics (see Figure 6) that make up the 

population are: 83.8% Caucasian, 4.3% Hispanic, 3.9% African American, 1.8% Multi-race, 1.2% 

Asian, 0.4% Indian, 0.1% Hawaiian, and 4.5% Unknown.   

The college employs approximately 250 full time faculty members, and 200 part time faculty 

members.  The student participants used in the study were 13 students from a University Pre-

Calculus class which is taken by non-mathematics majors to fulfill a College Core Curriculum 
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(CCC) at the college level, 27 students in the mathematics major program that were enrolled in a 

University Calculus II class, and 12 students that were enrolled in a Mechanics of Solids class.  

The breakdown of the students can be seen in Figure 7 below. 

Figure 7. Participants in Each Class by Gender. 

CLASS MALES FEMALES TOTAL 

UNIVERSITY PRECALCULUS 9 3 12 

UNIVERSITY CALCULUS II 20 8 28 

MECHANICS OF SOLIDS 11 1 12 

TOTAL 40 12 52 

  

 When we look into each one of these classes we can get a glimpse of what it is that is 

being covered in each one of the classes that participated.  The first class that participated was 

University Pre-Calculus which emphasized multi-step problem solving and included a review of 

algebra, solving inequalities, algebraic and transcendental functions, trigonometry, analytic 

geometry, applications and computational technology.  The second class that participated was 

that of University Calculus 2, a one hundred level mathematics course.  Students in this course 

were exposed to and discussed the following topic areas: definite integrals, the fundamental 

theorem of calculus, techniques of integration, applications of the definite integral in the physical 

sciences and geometry, improper integrals, differential equations, sequences and series.  The 

third and final class that participated was Mechanics of Solids, which is a three hundred level 

physics class where students learn about many of the follow topics: stress and strain tensors, 

mechanical properties of solids, multidimensional stress-strain relations, section forces in beams, 

stresses in beams, deflection of beams, torsion, stresses and strain relations at a point, Mohr's 

circle, energy methods, elastic stability, and vibrations. 

 Most of the students who took this assessment were considered to be knowledgeable and 

competent in mathematics with the exception of the students in Pre Calculus who were taking the 
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class as a mandatory general education requirement.  Few, if any, of the students who 

participated in this study have actually had any prior construction or carpentry experience.  Prior 

to the administration of this assessment written permission was approved by the instructor of 

each class and the students in each class (see appendix B). 

Design 

 The experiment tested the hypothesis that students would struggle with the estimation of 

area, volume, and spatial ability.  Each student received an assessment that consisted of five 

problems that were to be solved showing all work in a twenty-minute time period.  The problems 

that were included had been selected because they were found to be mathematically simple to 

calculate if interpreted using some construction knowledge.  Many of the problems that were 

used had areas of challenge that would require the participants to visualize and picture what the 

question was asking.  Many of the students were expected to make simple calculation errors that 

could alter the answers.  Upon completion of the assessment portion, students were handed a 6-

question survey that asks them to comment on how they did and what they found to be most 

difficult.  The students finally were asked to disclose what they believed to be their current 

mathematics grade, and what background experience with construction or carpentry they have 

had, if any.     

Instrument Items and Justification 

 Two instruments were administered. The twenty-minute five-problem assessment was 

given first.  Once the 20 minutes had expired the assessments were then collected and the 

participants were handed a 6-question survey.  The problems on the survey varied in difficulty 

and started with the simplest problem and concluded with what appeared to be the most difficult 

problem.  The problems all had multiple ways to solve them with no one way being best.  
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Problem #1. How many 4 foot by 8 foot sheets of drywall are 

needed to cover the walls and ceiling of the room? 

Students were instructed to answer all problems while showing work.  The first problem that was 

asked was a baseline question that was designed to assess students understanding of area (see 

Problem #1 below).   

 

Students are expected to see that the height of the room is ten feet, and participants recognized 

that a full sheet of drywall would not reach the top of the wall.  Students were then left with two 

options: calculate the area mathematically, or visualize using spatial ability to estimate the 

amount of drywall needed.  When looking at problem two in the assessment the students are 

asked to calculate and estimate the area of a roof to determine the amount of shingles needed to 

cover the roof.  The image that is given in the question shows only one side of the roof (see 

Problem #2).  

Problem #2. Determine how many squares of shingles must be ordered to cover 

the following roof.  (Hint:                               ) 
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Problem #3. How many tiles are needed to cover the floor if we were to use 18”x 18” tiles? 

 

Students had to visualize that the other side of the roof also needs to be covered.  It was expected 

that many students would solve this problem and neglect to realize that the structure pictured has 

two sides to the roof.  Therefore, this led to many incorrect answers that were accounting for half 

of the shingles that were actually needed.  This problem was designed to determine the spatial 

ability of each participant to determine whether or not they realized that there was another side to 

the roof.  With respect to problem three participants were asked to calculate and estimate the area 

of a floor diagram.  Participants were given an image with measurements for certain parts and 

were then asked to calculate how many tiles would be needed to cover the given floor.  Looking 

at Problem #3 students had to be able to deduce and calculate the area of a rectangle, a triangle, 

and a semi-circle; they must then combine all of those areas together to calculate or estimate how 

many eighteen inch square tiles will be needed.  The participants then had to convert the tile’s 

measurement into feet in order to correctly calculate and estimate the amount of tiles needed.   
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Problem #4. What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway? How many cubic 

yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 4 inches thick? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 Problem #4: What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  How many 

 cubic yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 4 inches thick? 

 

 

 Problems four and five are very similar as they both actually have exactly the same 

surface area when calculated.  It was anticipated that students would calculate and find the 

correct volume of the rectangular driveway (see Problem #4).   

Computing the surface area and then multiplying it by the thickness required in feet to ultimately 

get a volume of the driveway in cubic feet.   Then all that was left to be done was for the 

participant to divide their answer by twenty-seven cubic feet per cubic yard to correctly answer 

the question.  The fifth problem has exactly the same surface area as Problem #4.   The thickness 

was doubled from problem #4 to problem #5 so that students did not recognize the similarities 

between the problems. Problem five has an increased level of difficulty due to the perceived 

difficulty of the calculations (see Problem #5), but when looking at the given problem it was not 

immediately noticed that the center line of the quarter round driveway multiplied by the width 

would actually result in the exact calculation for the surface area.   

 Problem #5. What is the surface area of  

 the following concrete driveway?  How  

 many cubic yards of concrete would be  

 needed if the driveway has to be 8 inches  

 thick? 
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Most students did not recognize this shortcut and instead began to solve for the area of one 

quarter of the outer circle and then subtract from that one quarter of the area of the smaller inner 

circle.  It was expected that many students would make calculation errors in their solution to this 

problem that would result in incorrect answers.  Another mistake that was anticipated was that 

students would not accurately get the correct number of cubic feet in a cubic yard.     

 Finally, a survey was given after the assessment and was used to assess each student’s 

understanding of the problems (see Figure 8 on the following page).  The heading of the survey 

had some information built in that allowed the collection of data on age, gender, and school 

major.  The six questions that were used on the survey are as follows: 

 Question #1 was used to ascertain what exactly the student thought was meant by one 

square and if they realized that it was the same as a square area ten foot by ten foot.  The goal of 

the second question was to evaluate how many students calculated the wrong answer based on 

area to volume conversions. The participants were asked to calculate the number of cubic feet in 

1 cubic yard in order to determine where mistakes were being made, if any. The purpose of the 

third question was to gather information on what question was considered to be toughest by the 

students taking the assessment.  The fourth question was utilized as a baseline question to assess 

how much if any understanding the participants may have had with construction mathematics or 

construction terminology.  The fifth question was an opportunity for students to explain and state 

how they attempted to solve Problem #5.  All students that were given the assessment should 

have been required to know the formulas needed as required by New York State Common Core 

Standards. Participants were simply asked to recall what they should have learned.  The sixth and 

final question was used to evaluate the competency of the student within the mathematics 

curriculum.  Students were asked to accurately and correctly report their mathematics 
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proficiency.  It was expected that the assessment results would correspond to the grade of the 

student who was taking the assessment.   

 

Methods of Data Analysis 

Data Collection 

 

 The data collected for the assessment was based on a scoring scale.  This scoring scale 

had a total of 25 points (5 points for each question) that was awarded based on the calculations 

shown, the answer given, and the correct rounded answer shown.  Points could only be given 

based on actual work shown; no points could or would be awarded for interpretation or unclear 

responses.  Scoring for these points would be awarded based on a scale of 0-points to 5-points 

(see Figure 9 on the following page).   

Figure 8: Survey Questions. 

 

1. How would you define 1 square of material, how many 4’x8’ sheets of drywall are in a 

square? 

2. How many cubic feet are in 1 cubic yard?  

3. What did you find to be the most difficult question to answer and why? 

4. How much if any construction knowledge or experiences have you had and explain. 

5. How did you attempt to solve the rounded driveway concrete problem?  Explain. 

6. Circle your mathematics grade closest to your average math grade. 

  A  (94-100)  A- (90-93)  B+ (87-89)  B(84-86) 

    B- (80-83)   C+ (77-79)   C (74-76)   C- (70-73) 

  D+ (67-69)  D (64-66)  D- (60-63)  F (0-59) 
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Figure 9. Breakdown of Points Awarded on Assessment. 

POINTS ASSIGNED JUSTIFICATION 

0 Points - No Answer, No Work 

1 Point -Work Showing Initial Attempt  

-Some Understanding 

2 Points -Correct Direction and Understanding 

-Lacking Major Procedural Steps 

3 Points -Sufficient Work and Calculations 

-Some Type of Answer 

4 Points -Correct Calculations and Work 

-Correct Unrounded Answer 

5 Points -Correct Answer with Supporting Work 

 

Figure 10. Breakdown of Points Awarded on Survey per Question. 

QUESTION POINTS/JUSTIFICATION 

Question 1 - 0 Points: Incorrect Answer 

-1 Point: Correct Answer 

Question 2 -0 Points: Incorrect Answer 

-1 Point: Correct Answer 

Question 3 -Number Value (1-5) Assigned Based On 

Problem Found Most Difficult 

Question 4 -0 Points: No Construction Knowledge 

-1 Point: Some Construction Knowledge 

-2 Points: Experienced Construction 

Knowledge 

Question 5 -0 Points: No Answer Given 

-1 Point: If Method Is Given 

-2 Points: Correct Method 

Question 6 -Scores Ranged From 1-12 Points 

  Based On Reported Mathematics Grade 

1 = A, 2 = A-, 3 = B+, 4 = B, 5 = B-, 6 = C+,  

7 = C, 8 = C-, 9 = D+, 10 = D, 11 = D-, 12 = F 

 

Conversely, the survey would be graded in a different manner that is not consistent with the scale 

used in the assessment based on zero to five.  The survey questions would be evaluated on 

different criteria based on the different questions and the points awarded can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The tables above illustrate how the scoring rubric was used to award points for both the 

questions on the assessment and on the survey.  The questions from the survey were much easier 

to score as many of the responses requested were based on the dichotomy ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.  
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Some of the questions were opinion questions and could only be classified rather than graded.  

Once all of the data was collected it was compiled and analyzed in order to understand the results 

of the study that took place.  The results of this study are reported in the Descriptive, Inferential, 

and Results sections which follow.    

Descriptive Statistics 

The research was analyzed using both qualitative and quantitative data. The mean score for each 

problem and the mean of the total scores was calculated. The means were compared to various 

qualities, such as: 

  College Major (STEM or Non-STEM) 

 Gender 

 Class (class enrolled in for assessment) 

 Age 

 College Mathematics grade 

 Construction Experience 

 Difficulty of Problem 

Student scores were compared using college major to determine whether the students in one type 

of major performed better than another. Gender was also analyzed in order to determine if there 

was any difference between male and female students that could be observed.  Students from 

each participating class were compared to students in other classes to see if the classes that 

participated had any differences that could be reported.  Students, regardless of class or major, 

were evaluated to decide if a student’s age resulted in a trend with regards to score received.  

Reported mathematics grades of each student were compared to the assessment results to test if 

there was a relationship between higher reported grades and actual assessment scores. Students 

were also asked if they had any previous construction experience in order to evaluate what effect 

their prior experiences had on the assessment results.  The most difficult question was reported 
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using the survey and was compared to the perceived most difficult question given on the 

assessment to understand students’ perceived difficulties. 

Inferential Statistics 

 Since the data for this study was mostly quantitative, the analysis of this data was done 

mostly through scores. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to determine whether 

there was any statistically significant, or insignificant, differences at a 0.05 significance interval. 

After analysis of the data collected was done, it was determined that much of the data received 

through this study was flawed. It was determined that there was a significant difference between 

the score students received and their reported math grade. There were a large number of 

problems within many different aspects of the data. Many students did not complete the 

assessment. There were many more males than females who participated in the study. The 

specific results of this study are discussed in detail in the following section of this paper. 

Results 

 After conducting this study and analyzing the data that was collected there were five 

principal results that emerged. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine 

the significance at the 0.05 level with regard to the following five principal results: 

1) Reported Mathematics grade does little to predict students score on assessment 

(       P-Value: 0.000, F-Value: 8.45). 

2) Students performed the best on problem two (Determine how many squares of 

shingles must be ordered to cover the following roof,         ) and scored the 

worst on problem five (What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  

How many cubic yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 8 

inches thick,         ). 
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3) A significant difference existed between the score Engineering/Physics majors 

received and the score Science and Other majors received (P-Value: 0.005, F-Value: 

5.95,                                                          . 

4)  The majority of students were unable to correctly calculate the number of cubic 

feet in a cubic yard (76%). 

5) Student assessment work showed the students lacked the mathematical skills needed 

to correctly identify and calculate the problems in the assessment.   

Result 1: A significant difference existed between the score students received and their 

reported math grade (P-Value: 0.000, F-Value: 8.45).  

 Upon analysis of the data collected using the assessment that was given it was determined 

that there was a significant difference between the score that the student received and their self-

reported grade in mathematics.  Students were directed to report their approximate current 

mathematics grade on the follow-up questionnaire.  Question number six prompted each 

participant to circle the grade that was most accurate with their overall mathematics grade.  It can 

be noted from the data that the students had a mean grade reported 

at                                     .  This mean value corresponds to a letter grade 

between a “B” and a “B+” which would also correspond to a numerical grade of approximately 

86 percent.  Note that bias may have occurred in this sampling due in part to the embellishment 

that many students place on their grade when asked to report them without verification.  The 

participants’ reported grades were not in alignment with the scores that were obtained from the 

assessment.  The gap that existed between the mean reported mathematics grade     

                                 and the mean score on the assessment 

                                     show that either the students reporting of their grades 
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Figure 11. Line Plot of Math Grade versus Assessment Score. 

 

were inaccurate or that the students simply did not give their best effort on the assessment.  In 

laymen’s terms, the students reported a B to B+ math grade while performing with 34% 

efficiency on the assessment given.  It can be noted that the assessment is not indicative of the 

material or mathematical content that would be considered standard for all students, but the fact 

was that much of the difficulty arose out of many core mathematical operations that could not be 

computed or recognized by many of the participants.  Figure 11 illustrates the correlation 

between student’s reported mathematics grade and their total assessment score. The fact that 

many students reported that their math grade was a B or higher can be seen in this figure where 

the scale for the reported math grades ranged from 1-12, (1 = A, 2 = A-, 3 = B+, 4 = B, 5 = B-, 6 

= C+, 7 = C, 8 = C-, 9 = D+, 10 = D, 11 = D-, 12 = F).   

After reflection upon the data collected from question 6 of the survey it was determined that 

students overstated their proficiency of their mathematical skill based on the assessment. 
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Result 2: Students performed the best on problem two (Determine how many squares of 

shingles must be ordered to cover the following roof,            ) and scored the worst on 

problem five (What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  How many 

cubic yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 8 inches thick,       

     ). 

 Upon analysis of the data collected for the assessment it was determined that students 

scored the best on problem #2 and the worst on problem #5. It was predicted that problem #1 

was the easiest problem on the assessment followed by problems #2 and #4. Problems #3 and #5 

were predicted to be the most difficult problems on the assessment. Problem #5, due to its 

position in the assessment, was deemed to be the most difficult problem because of time 

constraints. Student success on Problem #5 is directly related to their success on Problem #4. 

Many students struggled with completing Problem #4 and therefore this directly impacted the 

results of the data gathered for Problem #5 since these two problems are related through the topic 

addressed in these two problems. Of the five problems on the assessment, the problem with the 

highest scores was Problem #2 which had a mean score of 2.692 out of 5 total points. The 

problem with the lowest scores on the assessment was Problem #5 which had a mean score of 

0.496 out of 5 total points, and the second lowest scoring problem being Problem #3 with a mean 

score of 1.135 out of 5 total points. The mean score for each problem on the assessment can be 

seen in Figure 12.  

Figure 12. Mean Score per Problem on Assessment. 

Problem # and Name Mean Score 

1- Drywall Problem 2.231 

2- Roof Problem 2.692 

3- Tile Problem 1.135 

4- Rectangle Driveway Problem 2.096 

5- Round Driveway Problem 0.496 
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Figure 13. Chart of Percentage of Scores given per Problem.

 

 It can be seen in Figure 13 below that the results for Problem #2 show that a higher 

percentage of students, namely 50 percent, received full credit (5 total points) on this problem. 

Since the results of Problem #4 precipitate the results of Problem #5 it can also be noted in this 

figure that since no student received full credit on Problem #4 it is expected that no student 

would receive full credit on Problem #5. About 10 percent of the participants in this study would 

have also received full credit on Problem #2; however, they failed to roundup to account for the 

needed materials as stated in the directions of the problem. A student work sample can be seen in 

Figure 14 below.  

       Figure 14. Sample Student Work on Problem Number Two. 
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In this sample the participant showed the correct work needed to complete this problem but they 

neglected to roundup to account for the total material needed to complete the given project.  This 

student was able to recognize that the roof shown also included the other half which is not seen 

on the other side.  The student solved for the area of the rectangular roof part shown and this 

student deduced that the other side was the same so they doubled their calculations in order to 

account for the unseen portion.  The only mistake made was that this student neglected to round 

up, as the directions had asked, to account for the correct amount of material needed. 

  Many students failed to complete Problem #5 and so there was not much data nor were 

there many examples of work.  The lack of data collected for Problem #5 led to a biased sample 

set in that what little data that was collected offered little to no applicable examples of student 

work. The only viable example that can be used is shown in Figure 15 below.  

   Figure 15. Sample Student Work on Problem Five. 
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In this sample, the student wrote that they were “being lazy”; however, they were being 

intelligent by recognizing that this problem could be solved in such a simple manner. This 

student would have received full credit had the calculations been shown which would have 

shown that the needed amount of material needed was approximately 4.94 cubic yards.  This 

would have resulted in the material being rounded up to show the need for five cubic yards.  

 Often times students go through the motions to calculate answers to problems without 

taking the time to reflect on what it is that they have solved. Many times simply looking at the 

result and asking oneself “does this make sense” should be done. An example of student work in 

which the student should have looked back at their final answer can be found in Figure 16.  

Figure 16. Sample Student Work on Problem Five. 
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The answer of 46,263.5 cubic yards for a curved driveway that is ten feet wide is extreme. The 

lack of this participant’s spatial ability in regard to a cubic yard and the three-dimensional 

visualization of the problem being solved directly relates to the answer given by the student.  

Result 3: A significant difference existed between the score Engineering/Physics majors 

received and the score Science and Other majors received (P-Value: 0.005, F-Value: 5.95, 

                                                          ). 

 Upon analysis of the data collected from the assessment it was determined that 

Engineering/Physics and Science majors scored considerably better than any other majors. The 

average score for Engineering/Physics majors was 10.56 out of 25 total points. For the Science 

majors, the average score was 7.547 out of 25 points.  The other majors’ average scores together 

were 5.40 out of 25 total points. A summary of this data can be found in Figure 17 below.  

  

 

 

As can be seen from the data, the Engineering/Physics majors scored better than any other major 

participating in this study. Thus, a mean score of 42 percent out of 100 percent is not what some 

would call successful. Out of a maximum 25 points on the assessment, the highest total score 

was eighteen points. This score was achieved by an Engineering/Physics (EP) student, which can 

be seen in Figure 18 shown on the next page. This figure shows that Engineering/Physics 

students scored the highest on the assessment whereas ‘other majors’ scored the lowest.  When 

looking at the graph we can see that the Engineering/Physics (EP) groups trended more to the 

right side of the graph which illustrates the higher scores that were received by the students in 

that major.   

Figure 17. Mean Score by Major (Out of 25 Points). 

Major Mean Score 

Engineering/Physics 10.560 

Science 7.547 

Other 5.400 
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Figure 18. Chart of Overall Assessment Scores versus Major. 
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Result 4: The majority of students were unable to correctly calculate the number of cubic feet 

in a cubic yard (76%). 

 Upon analysis of the data collected from the assessment and the follow-up survey it was 

determined that 76% of students were unable to correctly calculate the number of cubic feet in a 

cubic yard. From the sample in this study, there were a total of 52 participants. From these 

participants only 12 successfully calculated that there are 27 cubic feet in one cubic yard. The 

concept of ‘cubic feet in a cubic yard’ was given in question 2 on the survey. The mean score for 

this survey question was 0.2400 points out of 1 total point, since students could receive either a 

score of 0 points or 1 point on this survey question. The alarming failure of this specific problem 

calls into question the value of the data collected on the entire assessment. The rate at which 

students struggled to recall basic mathematical knowledge that they were required to apply to 

two out of the five questions was phenomenal. Many students could not recall basic math facts 

which led to the inability to complete much of the assessment. As seen in Figure 19 on the next 

page, student understanding of the concept of cubic feet in a cubic yard is very weak.  
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Figure 19. Student Work Samples From Question Two of the Questionnaire. 

 

One of the mystifying things about these student work samples is that the first student writes that 

1 yard equals 3.1 feet. It is not understood how or where this value came from. Similarly, in the 

next student work sample, the student produces the answer of 10 square feet. This, too, raises 

concern about where the student drew their numbers from in order to calculate an answer for this 

question. Also, when looking at the fourth example of student work, the student responds with an 

answer of 36 cubic feet which also raises questions about what values the student used and how 

they mathematically calculated this answer. It can be seen from the pictorial representation of 

student thinking in example three that the student could visualize and label correctly what a 

cubic yard looked like, but mathematically could not accurately convert into a numerical solution. 

In example five, the student correctly recognizes that there are three feet in one yard however, 
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when converting this into volume using the power of three the student applies it to the unit rather 

than the number and therefore resulting in an incorrect equivalency. 

 Within the assessment there were many points at which students questioned the basic 

fundamentals of mathematics almost as if they never learned or used these particular concepts 

before. Some comments that were made within the assessments show the lack of content 

understanding and why so many students struggled with problems that seem so simple. Two 

students commented that they could not solve the problem because they were not given the 

formula for the area of a rectangle. Two other students explicitly wrote that they do not 

understand the conversion between feet and yards. Within this sample there was a small 

contingent of foreign students who may have been responsible for the lack of understanding of 

the United States Customary System. There were many factors that influenced the results of the 

assessment that were not accounted for. The following section includes a reflection on these 

factors. 

Result 5: Student assessment work showed that students lack the mathematical skills needed to 

correctly identify and calculate the problems in the assessment.   

 Upon analysis of the data collected from the assessment it became apparent that many 

students do not have the basic mathematical knowledge that was required to be successful on the 

assessment in this study. This section will include a collection of student work from each 

problem on the assessment in order to highlight some of the many different ways that students 

attempted to solve the problems on the assessment. 

 Problem #1: How many 4 foot by 8 foot sheets of drywall are needed to cover the walls 

and ceiling of the room? 
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 In the aforementioned problem it was anticipated that students would mathematically 

solve for area using length and width to accurately calculate the area needed to be covered with 

drywall. In this problem students were specifically told that the drywall was to only cover the 

ceiling and walls, however 40% (21 out of 52) of students actually calculated to account for 

drywall to be placed on the floor. An example of this misconception is shown in Figure 20 below. 

Although the student calculated the area needed correctly it can quickly be seen that this 

participant accounted for needing drywall for the floor section. The idea that drywall could be 

used on the floor is another misconception that students had when working on this problem also 

alluding to the fact that students need to ask themselves “does this make sense.” 

Figure 20. Student Work Sample From Problem #1 Counting the Floor. 

 

Another example of student work on Problem #1 is shown in Figure 21 on the following page. In 

this example the student opted for an alternative method of calculation. This student used their 

spatial ability to visualize how much drywall is needed in each section by drawing the sheets of 

drywall directly onto the diagram given. This sample of student work shows that the student 

solved for the amount of drywall needed for each section independently. Upon calculating the 
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total amount of drywall needed for each section the student then proceeded to add all the 

individual values together to arrive at the final answer. 

Figure 21. Student Work Sample From Problem #1 Using Spatial Ability. 

  

 Problem #2: Determine how many squares of shingles must be ordered to cover the 

following roof.  (Hint:                               ). 

 In the aforementioned problem it was considered that students would mathematically 

solve for the area of both sides of the roof. In this problem students were given a diagram that 

showed only one side of the roof. Hence, students were required to use their knowledge of the 

fact that there are two sides to the roof. In the sample of students used for this study, 79% (41 out 

of 52) students were able to correctly understand that there were two sides of the roof. In Figure 

22, on the next page, it is shown that the first student did not have an understanding of the fact 

that there are two sides of the roof. The second student shows that they have an understanding 

that there are two sides of the roof. They use an ‘F’ and a ‘B’ to mark the front and the back 

sides of the roof. 
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Figure 22. Student Work Sample From Problem #2. 

 

  

 Problem #3: How many tiles are needed to cover the floor if we were to use 18”x 18” 

tiles? 

 The expectation of this problem was that the students would use estimation in order to 

calculate the number of tiles needed to cover the floor in the given problem. Students struggled 

with finding the measurements for all sides using the information that was given. This was not an 

anticipated difficulty because it was expected that students would be able to quickly recognize all 

the information needed to calculate the area of the given object. Many students commented that 

they were unable to solve this problem based on a lack of information given. After analyzing the 

results of this problem it was determined that many students answered the problem without 
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thinking back on whether their answer made sense in context or not. Out of the 52 students who 

participated in this study 22 students left the problem blank and 11 students gave an answer that 

did not make sense. An example of student work in which the answer does not make sense with 

the work shown can be seen in Figure 23. 

Figure 23. Sample Student Work From Problem #3 

.  

 Students overcomplicated the problem by converting all the measurements on the given 

diagram from feet into inches which they then used to calculate the area. This created large 

values that were considerably harder to use in calculating the actual area of the given floor 

sample and allowed for the opportunity for more errors to be made during calculations. An 

example of this conversion trouble is illustrated in Figure 24 on the following page. 
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Figure 24. Sample Student Work From Problem #3 With Conversions. 

 

 Problem #4: What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway? How many 

cubic yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 4 inches thick? 

 This problem was an introduction to Problem #5 and it was expected that students would 

easily master this problem. It was found that 73% (38 out of 52) of the students correctly 

calculated the surface area of the rectangular driveway before calculating the volume of concrete 

needed based on cubic yards. This problem required the use of a triple conversion where students 

were expected to convert inches to feet to yards. As can be seen by the percentage of correct 

answers for surface area, students’ made mistakes once they were required to find the volume of 

the concrete needed. Two conversion mistakes were made in the following student work samples 

(Figure 25). The first student multiplied the area by four instead of converting inches to feet and 

multiplying by one-third. This in turn led to the student also neglecting to convert from cubic 
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feet to cubic yards. In the second example of student work it can be seen that the student 

incorrectly used the conversion of three cubic feet in one cubic yard, yet from Question #2 on 

this student’s survey they correctly calculated that there are 27 cubic feet in one cubic yard. 

Figure 25. Sample Student Work From Problem #4. 

  

 Problem #5: What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  How many 

cubic yards of concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 8 inches thick? 

 This problem is an extension of Problem #4 and was anticipated to be a difficult problem 

from the onset of this assessment. Upon evaluation of Problem #4 it was immediately noted that 

Problem #5 was going to be considerably more difficult than originally expected. The elevated 

level of difficulty in this problem can be shown in that only 17% (9 out of 52) of students were 
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able to correctly calculate the surface area of the rounded concrete driveway problem. This 

resulted in an even lower completion percentage of Problem #5 in total with no student receiving 

full credit of 5-points. As there are many different ways to solve this problem one of the most 

interesting, and often forgotten, methods can be seen in Figure 26. This student was able to recall 

from prior calculus background the idea for calculating the area of a washer using an applicable 

formula that the student could not recall at the time. 

Figure 26. Sample Student Work From Problem #5 With Use of Washer. 

 Referring back to prior problems it can still be seen that students need to reflect back on 

calculated answers when looking at the problem to decide whether or not their answer makes 

sense. An example of this can be seen in the following figure where the student states that the 

material needed for the rounded concrete driveway problem is 46,263.5 cubic yards (Figure 27). 

This amount of concrete could be used to pave a road that is 10-feet wide, 8-inches thick and 

approximately 187,367-feet long. 
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Figure 27. Sample Student Work From Problem #5. 

  

 Upon analysis of the collected student work samples from this study it was clearly seen 

that the Engineering/Physics students had the most intuitive understanding of spatial reasoning 

when applying mathematics to the given problems. One of the most frequent misconceptions 

seen in all of the data collected was that a majority of the students struggled with measurements 

and unit conversions at an alarming rate. The lack of student ability to recognize and apply the 
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mathematical learning that they have acquired through grade school is evident in the work that 

has been collected. Upon evaluation of all the data collected in this study it can be found that 

there exists a gap between what students have learned and what they can apply to problems in 

the real-world.  

Implications for Teaching 

 This research explored students’ accuracy in applying mathematics to various problems 

using construction. At the beginning of this study, it was hypothesized that students with 

engineering backgrounds would outperform all groups. This was shown in the results. In addition, 

it was also hypothesized that students would neglect to round up when dealing with the amount 

of supplies needed for a given job, which was also shown in the results. These concepts can be 

applied into a mathematics classroom of all settings, and initial learning can start as early as 

preschool. Here are some implications that teachers may use in the classroom. 

• Include more activities or problems that increase student practice in using their spatial 

abilities. 

 Throughout the assessment it was clear that many students lacked the spatial ability skills 

needed to complete many of the assessment problems successfully. Students are generally not 

taught to think about problems in a three-dimensional form. They are taught how to calculate 

based on pictures and word problems rather than using physical objects in real-world settings. 

This lack of spatial ability is becoming more common in today’s society. In order to fix this 

problem, teachers should directly include more activities in their classroom that allow students to 

use this skill. This can be done through projects, assignments or problems. Allowing students to 

work with hands-on manipulatives in the classroom would physically allow students to 

understand concepts such as space, volume, area, length, width, height, distance and 
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measurement. Students using applicable examples that include solving for area and volume while 

also utilizing unit conversions of both Customary and Metric Systems will increase their 

understanding. This content can be taught in both science and mathematics in order to allow 

students to obtain a better understanding of how to convert from one unit to another. There is no 

place better than science for students to master their skills for converting measurements. 

• Apply more real-world problems using both measurement estimation and numerosity to 

help students answer questions on construction and other fields.  

 It is often seen in classrooms today that practical applications for mathematics outside of 

the classroom are too few and far between. We expect students to learn mathematical concepts 

from a textbook in a classroom and then expect them to apply it in the real world without any 

experience or practice. This assessment shows the gap that exists between procedural 

mathematics taught in the classroom and its application in the work industry. We as a society 

need to place more emphasis on skills that relate to the service industry because as time goes on 

society has a greater need for skilled laborers who have the mathematical ability to perform the 

skills required for many of the trades that are facing critical shortage for employment. As our 

aging workforce continues to dwindle we are seeing unprecedented shortages in many fields that 

we will be unable to fill regardless of how fast we train the youth of today. Society has put a 

large focus on college as the only answer for students who are graduating high school which in 

turn has created an emerging field of training that is now becoming available to students as an 

alternative to college. The key to the success of this type of program is the implementation and 

practice needed earlier within the education system to ensure a successful transition into the 

workforce.  
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• Students need more practice using the United States Customary system to better 

understand, and apply in various problems. 

 As can be seen in the examples shown previously, many students struggle with 

conversions. The ability to convert is a procedural step needed to do many of the calculations 

involved in the construction field. Students learn early on in elementary and middle school about 

the Customary System and how to convert from one unit of measure to another. Seventy-six 

percent of the students in this study were unable to calculate something as simple as the 

conversion from cubic feet to cubic yards. This lack of memorization leads us to question how 

well students grasp the information that they are being taught. One could question whether or not 

the students are learning the material or simply memorizing it and recalling it as needed. If they 

are memorizing the material and are unable to recall what they have learned, have they really 

learned it at all? Understanding that in today’s society the world is using more of the Metric 

System than ever before, should students be required to master both the Customary and Metric 

Systems, or solely focus on the Customary System?  

• Students need to evaluate answers to questions and ask themselves, “Does this answer 

make sense?” 

 It can often be noted that students arrive at an answer and never question whether or not 

the answer that they obtained actually makes sense in context. Oftentimes students are expected 

to plug numbers into an equation and come up with a result which they never actually understand. 

Mathematics has slowly transformed from a procedural step-by-step, “plug-and-chug” type of 

mathematics to a more conceptual and word-problem oriented mathematics. This style of 

mathematics lends itself quite well to the enhancement of skilled trades throughout high school. 

As we transition to a more hands-on and applicable type mathematics we slowly prepare our 
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graduating students with more effective and efficient tools to become successful with life after 

school. “Does this answer make sense?” is not just a mathematics question, but rather something 

that should be applied to everyday life. Whenever a person does anything where they are coming 

up with some type of answer they should always question its validity. Case in point, if a student 

is asked to count out change when given a $100 bill and they hold in their hands change that 

adds up to more than $100, do they simply give the money to the customer or stop and say 

“What did I do wrong?” Another example that has often been seen on Youtube is the couple that 

is traveling by car from point A to point B and the boyfriend asks the question “If I am driving at 

60 mph and we have to drive 30 miles, how long will it take us to get there?” The response that 

he gets from his girlfriend is so confusing which alludes to the fact that so many people in 

society lack the common sense needed for everyday life. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

 This study involved only college level students who were enrolled at a local university. 

Many of these students were taking mathematics and engineering courses that may have 

influenced their ability to accurately complete the problems assigned.  Many of the students had 

indicated that they had little to no experience when it came to any of the construction or trade 

fields.  As I was able to get a wide sample from the students tested, the results were limited in 

regard to their understanding and ability as was shown by the data collected.  This study would 

have been enhanced greatly by the addition of some alternative education and trades college 

students to the participant sample.  It was also seen that the older the participant the higher their 

score was.  Due to the lack of a wide sampling of age ranges it cannot be said that age is a 

definite factor of student success. But using further sampling would allow for these hypotheses 

to be tested in more depth.   
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 The assessment that was used would need to be simplified going forward.  Many of the 

problems required some calculations and conversions of measurement that were expected to be 

known by the participating students that were assumed basic knowledge.  It was found that many 

of the students lacked both the memory and application of many of the basic math fundamentals 

that they had learned and used throughout their education.  Many of the students became lost in 

trying to calculate the mathematics behind the problem which resulted in them not solving the 

problem and therefore not completing the estimation as needed.  The results from the assessment 

were limited due to the lack of mathematical and construction skills exhibited by all participants.  

A more directed and specific assessment would have yielded a more focused set of data to be 

analyzed.   

 Additional future studies should be conducted using a student sample that is more closely 

related to the fields being tested.  It would be suggested to work with physics/engineering 

students, carpentry students at an alternative education school, and trades students at local trades’ 

colleges that specialize in these fields.  It should also be noted that all students should be given a 

calculator and a reference sheet for any and all equations and conversions that may be needed for 

the assessment.  This would allow the participants to focus on the questions at hand and would 

eliminate errors that occurred from lack of memory or mathematical application.  The assessment 

results would have had a better outcome if this problem area had been addressed. 

Concluding Remarks 

 It can clearly be noted from the data collected that the assessment is as important as the 

sample of people that it is given to.  As I was able to find many areas upon which to improve I 

was only able to see these deficiencies through the process of my study.  As the study did result 

in some major findings it also failed to highlight the questions that I intended to answer.  
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Reflecting back on the research I can see that I lost myself within the problems that I was and 

had become too familiar with.  I saw these problems as somewhat easy due to my background 

and mathematical ability.  I neglected to see what it was that I was trying to find, the ability of 

others outside of this field.  I wanted to generate data to show the gap that exists between what 

many students learn in school and how they can actually apply to real world work. In reflection, 

when looking further into the results of the assessment I have found many points at which I 

could have awarded additional points based on student work that I lacked to fully understand and 

notice. It is unclear as to the effects these small changes may or may not have had on my data but 

were a part of the learning process in this study. 
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Appendix A 

Parental Consent Form 

SUNY Fredonia 

 

Your participation in this important study is greatly appreciated. Please print and sign your name 

below to indicate your agreement to participate in the study. Feel free to retain a copy of this 

letter for your files. Thank you for your full consideration regarding this request. Once again, 

please be advised that your consent authorizes the use of your student’s grades for the data 

required in the study. All students are required to participate in class. 

 

Voluntary Consent: I have read this memo and I am fully aware of all that this study involves. 

My signature below shows that I freely agree to participate in this study. I understand that there 

will be no penalty for not participating. I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any 

time, also without penalty. I understand that my name and any other personal information will be 

kept out of the study. I understand that if I have any questions about this study, I may contact Mr. 

David Newcomb at (716) 785-1924 or David.Newcomb@fredonia.edu. 

 

Please return this original completed consent form as soon as possible. Thank you for your 

cooperation. 

 

Parent/Guardian Name (please print): _______________________________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Date: ________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Contact Information (not required): 

 Phone: ____________________________________ 

 

 E-mail: ____________________________________ 

 

mailto:David.Newcomb@fredonia.edu
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Appendix B 

Student Consent Form 

SUNY Fredonia 

 

Thank you for being a part of this study. Please print and sign your name in the space provided to 

show that you agree to participate. Remember that signing the form allows Mr. Newcomb to use 

your data for the research project. All students must participate in class whether they sign this 

form or not. 

 

Voluntary Consent: I have read this memo and I am fully aware of all that this study involves. 

My signature below shows that I freely agree to participate in this study. I understand that there 

will be no penalty for not participating. I understand that I may withdraw from the study at any 

time, also without penalty. I understand that my name and any other personal information will be 

kept out of the study. I understand that if I have any questions about this study, I may contact Mr. 

David Newcomb at (716) 785-1924 or David.Newcomb@fredonia.edu. 

 

Please return this original completed consent form as soon as possible. Thank you for your 

cooperation. 

 

Student Name (please print): ______________________________________________________ 

 

Student Signature: ______________________________________________________________ 

 

Date: ________________________ 

 

Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________________________ 

(Witness) 

Date: _______________________ 

 

 

 

mailto:David.Newcomb@fredonia.edu
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Appendix C 

Name______________________________________    Estimation 

Assessment  

 

SHOW YOUR WORK ON ALL PROBLEMS  
 
1.  How many 4 foot by 8 foot sheets of drywall are needed to cover the walls and ceiling of the 
room below? 

 

 

 
  
             
        Answer___________________ 
 
2.  Determine how many squares of shingles must be ordered to cover the following roof.   

 Hint: (                              ) 

  
        Answer___________________ 
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3.  How many tiles are needed to cover the floor if we were to use 18”x 18” tiles? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
             
        Answer___________________ 
 
 
 
4. What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  How many cubic yards of 
concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 4 inches thick? 

 
 
 
        Surface Area_________________ 
 
        Answer______________________ 
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5. What is the surface area of the following concrete driveway?  How many cubic yards of 
concrete would be needed if the driveway has to be 8 inches thick? 
 
 

 
 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Surface Area__________________  
 
             
        Answer______________________ 
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Name________________________________             Age_______________ 

Major________________________________            Circle one:       Male    Female 

 

 
1. How would you define 1 square of material, how many 4’x8’ sheets of drywall are in a square? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. How many cubic feet are in 1 cubic yard?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. What did you find to be the most difficult question to answer and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. How much if any construction knowledge or experiences have you had and explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. How did you attempt to solve the rounded driveway concrete problem?  Explain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Circle your mathematics grade closest to your average math grade. 
 
A  (94-100) A- (90-93) B+ (87-89) B(84-86) B- (80-83) C+ (77-79)  
 
C (74-76) C- (70-73) D+ (67-69) D (64-66) D- (60-63) F (0-59) 

 

 




